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St. Somewhere Times
Congratulations! There are some babies on the way right here in Honduras. No,
mom. Don't worry. I am not involved. The Meech family and the Vair family are both expecting.

Ron and Lila Vair

Scott and Sarah Meech

What are teachers doing?
AMERICAN FOOTBALL -Scott and Kurt have joined the San Pedro Sula American Football
league. All Scott can do is smile.
SPANISH LESSONS - Jessie and Connie are still taking Spanish classes daily after school. They go
on all sorts of small trips with their private teacher (post office, restaurants, shops, etc.) to get the feel for
the language.
ROLLERBLADING - Paul is the rollerblader. He can be spotted after school on most San Pedro
main thoroughfares.
CHEERLEADING - Michelle has been busy with the high school cheerleading squad that she started.
They go on trips, offer training camp for the elementary, and support the multiple school sports events.
REALITY TV - Yep, sorry to say it. A lot of our teachers can be found around the TV at night
watching the reality shows. YUCK.
TRAVEL - The Fenbert family and the elvir camping crew are two of the groups that usually spend
their weekends outside of San Pedro.
PAINTBALL - Yep, six teachers and 2 elementary assistants went at it with paintball weapons. The
field was small but most of us are in such wonderful physical shape we were huffing and puffing
anyway. The two highlights were Ron and Kurt. Ron was a virgin player. He was shot in the heart
within five minutes without even firing off a shot. Towards the end of the afternoon, Kurt decided to
dive head first into a wooden hiding spot. He was bleeding from the head. A bandaid took care of it.
MOVIES - Rachel is the queen of the movies. If you ever ask her what is playing at the theatres or
whether she wants to see one, she knows what is playing and would love to go.
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Pool Nights
Jonny is one of the most important people at the
pool hall. We walk in and the first thing we do is
shake his hand.
I hope Jonny inherits the pool hall from
Guzman.

Here Scott tries to knock a few in on Paul. We
make a good pool group because not any one
individual rules the table. We each have our
"good" nights.

Jay watches as the cue ball drops in. Well,
maybe he just won?
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